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an accomplishment of which most educated Athenians were
capable. One favourite pastime was for the guests to sing round
in turn, each singer capping the last with a song more or less
connected in theme. Many of these drinking-songs were very
beautiful; and here is a sample which must suffice:
Fruitful earth drinks up the rain;
Trees from earth drink that again;
Sea drinks air, and soon the sun
Drinks the sea and him the moon.
Is it reason then, d'ye think,
I should thirst when all else drink?
The asking of riddles was another form of diversion. Some-
times, too, games were played. The favourite after-dinner
game was the 'Cottabos'. A little figure or mannikin was stuck
up on the end of a tall pole and the revellers tried to see which
could strike it with wine-dregs flipped out of their goblets. As
each made his throw he called a toast to some love, 'This to the
fair So-and-so/ Occasionally the wine got the better of the
drinkers and the evening ended in a sad debauch. The conclud-
ing passage of Plato's 'Banquet' gives a strange picture. 'A band
of revellers entered and spoiled the order of the banquet, compelling
every one to drink large draughts of wine. Some of the guests went
away; but Aristodemus (who is telling the story) fell asleep.
Towards daybreak he was awakened by the crowing of the cocks,
and found all the others had gone to sleep, save Socrates, Aristo-
phanes, andAgathon, who were drinking out of a large goblet which
they passed round. Socrates was discoursing to them; and the chief
thing that Aristodemus could remember (for he was only half awake)
was the philosopher compelling the other two to acknowledge that
the genius of comedy and tragedy were really the same and that the
true artist would excel in both. To this they consented perforce,
being more than a little drowsy and not quite understanding the
argument. Then first Aristophanes dropped off, and finally Agathon;

